
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

A er working as a brand manager for Unilever for six years, Hugh found his
future was in humour and put his talent for impressions to use by providing
voices for Spi ng Image. Hugh began his stage career as one half of the duo Punt
& Dennis. He then became a regular on the Jasper Caro  Show and joined the
ground-breaking team on The Mary Whitehouse Experience. A er the original
Radio 1 show received a Sony Award, Hugh and the team moved to television
and a racted a huge cult following.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

In huge demand across the country, Hugh is a brilliant entertainer, an excellent
host and an extremely funny individual. With a razor sharp wit he is highly sought
a er by organisa ons and can really make an event a memorable experience for
all concerned.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

A true professional, Hugh is a relaxed and easy going performer well used to
being in the spotlight and he has that rare ability to engage an audience and
entertain them effortlessly.

Hugh Dennis is an actor, comedian, voice-over ar st and writer. He hosted BBC2's improvisa on show Fast And Loose and Radio
4's series The Now Show. He has guest hosted, Have I Got News for You and is a team captain of Mock The Week. He plays the lead
in Outnumbered - the wonderfully inven ve semi-improvised BBC sitcom.

Hugh Dennis
Comedian and Actor

"As a comedian, I have always known that every disaster is a poten al
anecdote"

Host
Comedy
Awards
After Dinner
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